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SEMINARS ON GEOPOLITICS OF ENERGY
EPPAM organizes seminars on Geopolitics of Energy for the 3rd and
4th year students at the Faculty of Economics and Administrative
Sciences. 14-week interactive seminars’ titles include:



“Energy as a Policy Tool” “Energy Supply and Demand Security”
“Green Energy” “Shale Gas” “Geopolitical Theories” “Energy in
Europe” “Energy in America” “Energy in the Middle East” “Eastern
Mediterranean and Energy” “Energy in Russia” “Energy in Central
Asia” “Turkish Foreign Policy and Energy Policy” “Petroleum Market
Law” “Natural Gas Market Law” “Electricity Market” “PMUM”.

SEMINARS ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
EPPAM organizes seminars on Fundamentals of Sustainable
Development for the 3rd and 4th year students at the Faculty of
Engineering and the Faculty of Economics and Administrative
Sciences. 14-week interactive seminars’ titles include:
“The main frame of the Sustainable Development”-“ Environmental
Sustainable Development: Closer look to Environmental Problems: Air
Pollution and Control”-“ Soil Pollution and Control”-“ Water Quality
Management and Control”-“ Climate Change and Global Warming”
“Sustainable Energy Policy and Planning”-“ Energy Efficiency and
Conservation”-“

Renewable

Energy

Management”-“

Social,

Environmental and Global Aspects: Global and Regional Assessment”“Global and Regional Assessment Implications of Sustainable
Development Pathways for Renewable Energy”-“ The concepts of
Green Economy”-“ The role of governmental and non-governmental
organizations”.

SEMINARS ON ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
EPPAM organizes seminars on Fundamentals of Sustainable
Development for the 3rd and 4th year students at the Faculty of
Engineering and the Faculty of Economics and Administrative
Sciences. 14-week interactive seminars’ titles include:
“Environmental Education” “Environmental Literacy” “Sustainable
Environment” “Ecosystem, Biodiversity” “Environmental Problems:
Global Warming, Energy, Drought, Starvation, Health Problems”
“Environmental Institutions” “Environment Laws, Policies, Strategies”
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EPPAM AT PRESS
EPPAM DIRECTOR ASSIST. PROF. DR. FILIZ KATMAN



ARABNEWS-17 AUGUST 2017

EPPAM PUBLICATION
EPPAM DIRECTOR ASSIST. PROF. DR. FILIZ KATMAN
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OP-ED: MYANMAR-ARAKAN-ROHINGYA MUSLIMS-ENERGY SECURITY
Assist. Prof. Dr. Filiz Katman,

India within that period and it

and Thailand, it has the second

Director, EPPAM

is the beginning of British

widest

impact lasts up to present.

Southeast Asia and it is the

Then, the British captured

24th country in the world in

parts of the country were

terms of population density

named as “Birmanie” and

with more than 60 million

transformed into province of

people. The general faith of

India between the years of

countries rich in terms of

1919-1937.

natural resources occur in this

Myanmar, Burma or Birmanie;
this country has several names
which has been recently added
to our daily language due to
recent events. Despite the
country's official full name is
the "Republic of the Union of

case as well: Economic under-

in English while it is Birmanie

independence in 1948, civil

in French. In order to clarify,

war prevails in the country as

replacing the name Burma

one of the world's longest-

with Myanmar by the military

running civil wars, there was a

dictatorship came to power

military regime between the

after 1962 military coup in the

years of 1962-2011. Although

27th anniversary aimed at

the military regime left the

erasing the history of being a

power

British colony. The answer to

government after the general

the

the

elections in 2010, the broad

geographical location of the

impact of the military still

country is rooted on the

prevails in the country. Killing

confusion about the name of

130

the country. In 1970s, the term

‘rebellion’ and disappearance

“socialist” was used but in

of 2.5 million people during
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incidents

“union”. Thousands of the

referendum

Buddhist

date

sufficient to understand the

Nobel

back to the 9th-13rd centuries

level of violence in the period.

leader, Aung San Suu Kyi was

reveal how old and big impact

Labelling as ‘rebellion’ in the

released after 15 years of home

its civilization has in the

following years reflects the

imprisonment.
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incidents.
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between the princes until the
19th century prevented by
British, which was active in

to

the

people

in

of
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Since

on

declaration

in

Myanmar", the name is Burma

question

the

geography

civilian

allegedly

constitutional
in

of

2008

are

current

development. Major natural
resources in the country are
oil, wood, tin, antimony, zinc,
copper, tungsten, lead, coal,
marble, limestone, precious
stones, natural gas and hydro
energy.

Despite

such

rich

natural resources, it has 42.953
billion dollar annual income
and 2.9 percent annual growth
rate, which is the lowest
economic

growth

in

the

region. Moreover, the EU, the
USA and Canada imposed
economic sanctions.
Its name is heard more on the
headlines

when
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Muslim

country.

population

is

Its
the

outcome of the placement of
the Muslim people as farm
workers during the British
colonization period. The main
problem

stems

from

that.

Government still argues that
these Muslim people migrated
recently and government gives
refugee

status

instead

of

citizenship. Consequently, the

return,

Muslims

fired

the

Buddhist villages.

the equal rights for all ethnic
identities” in his speech at the

It is argued that there is

parliament.

violence with the abuse of

Muslim and Chinese resources

human rights in the detention.

argue

Considering

regional

Muslim population in the

countries, tension between the

region is mainly Arab and

Muslim population and the

Iranian

other communities has risk of

with Muslim nobles respected

contaminating other countries

as

such

soldier or merchant in the

as

the

conflict

between

that

the

origin

merchants

counsellor,

together

bureaucrat,

Hindus and Muslims in India

palace

and conflict between Muslims

Relevant sources written by

and others in China. It also

the European travelers visiting

happened before, in 1978,

Myanmar in the 16th century

Another problem stems from

Rohingya

were

mention about a significant

the

Muslim

forced to leave the country and

Muslim population, and when

population accounts for 20

200,000-300,000 refugees seek

fire

percent

the

asylum from Bangladesh. In

Myanmar in Toungoo period

institutions

April 1992, escaping from

in the 16th century, Muslim

while it is reflected as 4 percent

Rakhine oppression, 250,000

soldiers and army officers

in

Rohingya asked for asylum

specialized

from Bangladesh.

especially

Muslims here cannot benefit
from the right to education
and health services.

fact

that

according

international
official

Approaching

to

sources.
Muslims

as

“other”, “foreigner” leads to
the risk of lighting the fuse of
internal war and the tension
within the country. After all,
the situation in the country is
as follows: Raping a Buddhist
woman

and

Afterwards,

killing
as

her.

revenge

followed by the arrest of 3
Muslims, 10 people are killed
by

the

attacking

Buddhists
a

bus

after

allegedly

carrying the accused rapists on
4 June 2015 in Taungup and in

According

Muslims

to

the

UN

resources, 90 thousand people
left home and there was 78
(official
(unofficial

number)

to

number)

100
dead

people and a martial law. It is
vital to review the citizenship
law for solution. After 15 years
of home imprisonment, the
Nobel Peace Laureate political

of

of

arms

Dekkan

Myanmar

were

used

in

in

firearms,

coming
region,

King.

from

settled

in

Myanmar with their families
and it led to a rise in the
Muslim population in the
region.

Contrary

to

poet

Muslim groups coming to
Myanmar in the following
periods, such as warrior elites
speaking

local

language

comprise the core group.

leader Suu Kyi was accused of

Conflict in the region is very

being silent, and then he asked

much related to the energy

for the “negotiations on the

security of China due to the

required law enforcements for

agreements signed between
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and

China.

Its

district, China together with

http://dunya.milliyet.com.tr/a

natural resources are also

the prospect deep sea port

rakan-da-ne-oluyor-

critically important in the

project for Sittwe, the capital of

/dunya/dunyadetay/27.07.201

equation. Offshore natural gas

Arakan, which will become the

2/1572326/default.htm

reserves and low quality oil

port that tankers coming from

reserves in Myanmar are vital

the Middle East to China will

for the Chinese diversification

de-fuel.

policy which is a critical
element of the energy security.

http://www.stargazete.com/ac
ikgorus/turkiye-arakanda-neyapiyor-niye-yapiyor/haber-

Bibliography

673884

In order to clarify the picture,

http://www.haberciniz.biz/ara

it should be considered that

kan-neresi-orada-aslinda-

the pipeline from the capital of

noluyor-1561139h.htm

Arakan district, in which is
Muslim populated, to Yunnan
Image 1 China's trans-Myanmar oil and gas pipelines

Source: Shwe Gas Movement, “China’s trans-Myanmar oil and gas pipelines”, https://shwe.org/
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Image Trans-Burma oil corridor and gas pipelines

Source: Shwe, “Corridor of Power: China’s Trans-Burma Oil and Gas Pipelines”,
http://www.shwe.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/CorridorofPower.pdf [17.07.2017].
Image 3 Sino-Myanmar oil and gas pipelines

Source: Global Times, “Sino-Myanmar oil pipeline launch a good signal before Myanmar president’s
China visit: experts”, http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/1039951.shtml [17.07.2017]
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"Save Energy for Tomorrow, NOW!"
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